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of the
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the District VII

and Associate Justices of the

matter was before the Board based upon a recommendation

for public filed by VII

(DEC) ~    The two counts of

violation of RP___qC 1.1(a) and (b) and of

neglect), ~ 1.3 (lack of diligence), P~C 1.4 (a) and (b)

to communicate), ~ 1.16(d) (terminating representation) and ~

8.4(c) or

misrepresentation), as well as one count of violation of ~ 3.1

claims). The

reflect a violation of RP___~C 8.1(b)

DEC), based upon respondent’s

in a timely manner.

was to

(failure to cooperate with

to an answer to the



an
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was admitted to New

in Mercer

in 1971.    He

On May 5, 1988,

respondent was privately reprimanded for failure to communicate and

misrepresentations to his client that a complaint had been filed in

a civil matter.

matter arose from respondent’s handling of two cases on

of Eva Rodriguez, both

These are as "the

accident."

1986

from accidents.

accident" 1987

COIrNT ONE

198.6 Accident

On          28, 1986,

from

accident happened when Mrs.

Mrs. was

she injuries.

to make a

in an

The

hand turn while not in the right-most lane and hit a car passing on

her right. Both she and the driver of the other vehicle were given

summonses by ~he

In March or April 1986, Mrs. Rodriguez retained respondent to

in connection with the accident.

previously represented members of Mrs. (IT37).I

On Feb~/ary 19, respondent appeared in municipal court

on Mrs. Rodri~aez’ behalf. The summonses against both drivers were

dismissed. According to respondent, it had been opinion that

I IT refers to ~he transcript of the hearing before We DEC on November 16,
1992. 2T refers to the transcripu of the hearing befor~ ~h~ DEC on February
I~93. (The February transcripU is mistakenly dated February 8,



Mrs. not have a the other

driver, in to the of Mrs.

was in the lane when her

there was a question of whether she had activated~her turn signal.

that, after the

court appear~ce, he advised Mrs. Rodriguez that he did not believe

that a would be (2T15). He further

that he had e~lained to Mrs. Rodriguez that the insurance catchier

was unwilling to pay anything on her claim. Respondent contended

that he had told Mrs. Rodriguez that he would file a complaint only

in the of a settlement on her behalf and, if the

insurance company to refuse to settle the case,

would "back away from it" (2T15).

filed the complaint on February 26, 1988, two days

before the expiration of the statute of limitations.

testified that, after he filed the Complaint, he consulted

other who were more in the field. Those

attorneys agreed wi~h his assessment of the claim and declined his

offer to take case 47). on or about April

14, 1988, received interrogatories from counsel for the

defendant, to his at a Mrs.

to her the insurance company’s

position and also explained that he had discussed the claim with

other who were to take the case (2T17). He

voiced his opinion that Mrs. Rodriguez should allow the case to be

dismissed, based on the unlikelihood of a recovery. According to
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respondent, Mrs. Rodriguez agreed with his assess~ent of the c~se

and he would allow the case to be for

failure to answer interrogatories. Respondent added tha~, by this

time, ~trs. Rodriguez had been involved in a second accident, which

was more to result in a recovery (2Ti7).

testified that he informed counsel for the defendaunt that he would

not be answering the interrogatories (2T20). Respondent,

to any writings to Mrs.

to the case to be dismissed.

that he saw no need for such a writing because had

agreed on the course of action to be

When

for the

was

Respondent’s

October Ii,

6, 1988.

dismissed

did not answer

a to

did not

by order

(2T86) .

interrogatories, counsel

complaint, on

that motion.

30, 1988.

contains a letter from defense

1988, of the dismissal.

not to reinstate the

the case was dismissed with on June

1989. states that the case

settled.)

Mrs. Rodriguez’ testimony differed greatly from respondent’s.

She testified that he never advised her the case was not a good one

(1T92). she further testified that he never told her that he would

file the complaint solely to attempt to obtain a settlement (1T47).

She also testified that she never agreed to allow the complaint to



be a~nd was unaware

( IT4 9 ).    In

5

the case was

Israel Rodriguez, Mrs.                              also

before the DEC.    His                substantiated Mrs. Rodriguez’

their expectations on the two lawsuits.

by letter dated June 27, 1989, respondent notified

Mrs. that she was to appear in court on August 10, 1989.

the case had been scheduled for an

arbitration. In addition, defense counsel erroneously indicated to

court that it had been settled (IT85).    Mrs.

testified that she received the letter two or three days before she

was to appear, respondent’s office and

was assured by his ~hat he would be in court with her

(!T52). Mrs. in court on the scheduled date,

but to appear. The did not

place. When Mrs. spoke with a court administrator, she

was led to believe that the case had been dismissed,

after a settlement. This was the that Mrs.

learned that her case had been dismissed (IT55).

that her case h~d been Mrs.

Rodriguez proceeded to respondent’s office, where she

him with that information. She apparently believed that he had

received settlement funds to which she was entitled and had failed

to turn them over to her. Respondent denied that the case had been

settled and, according to Mrs. asked if she believed him
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Respondent explained th~ he did not contact

he

its

Mrs.

in

respondent’s

to her

were

accident.    She

to his

( IT42 ).

treatment for her

to be presented

that the

(2T38). the

reveals that some of the bills were tu~ed over for collection, it

is not matter or from the 1987

discussed below.

or the cou~ (1T55).

the court at time to determine what had happened,

knew tb~t the case had been dismissed (2T60).

A was at the DEC as to

respondent was certain that Mrs. Rodriguez understood the issues,

as English is not her first language. According to Mr. Rodriguez,

Mrs. Rodri~lez occasionally did not understand and he,

Mr. Rodriguez, would translate for her. During one point in Mrs.

Rodriguez’ her that, an

is involved in an accident, even if i~ is that person’s

fault, his or her insurance company will pay the medical bills and

other additional f~nds. She expressed her belief tha~ the success

of an accident case is unrelated to (1T92, 96).

Respondent, on the other hand, testified that Mrs.

clearly comprehended what he was doing and agreed with the proposed

course of action (2T43). He further stated that she understood the

basis behind a and was familiar with degrees of and

on recovery (2T75).
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Mrs. Rodriguez testified that she and her husband checked on

the status of her case "weekly or every two or three

by to respondent°s or by (1T52). Mr.

Rodri~aez, too, testified that he either would go.to respondent’s

two or three a or

Respondent, in turn, that Mr.

a week and further asserted that,

been there frequently, he

those occasions (2TI04).

call him (IT109).

was in

Mrs.

not see on each of

On September 29, 1989, after learning that her case had been

dismissed, Mrs. Rodriguez retained the law firm of Joseph D.

and Son to represent her. As seen below, A. Kaplan, Esq.,

a of the testified before the DEC as to the firm’s

to obtain Mrs. files from respondent.

The DEC determined that RP___~C i.3 by

to prosecute case, to reply to the motion to

dismiss and failure to submit Mrs. Rodri~uez’ medical bills. The

DEC further found of a violation of ~ 1.4(a)

(b), in that he did not properly communicate with his client.

In addition, the DEC determined that this matter, considered with

respondent’s acts of in an matter was

demonstrated a pattern of neglect, in of ~

1.1 (b).



The DEC did not find clear ~d

neglect, the DEC was not

1.16{d), in

of gross

that

with the transfer of Mrs.

Rodriguez’ files, testified-that he attempted to turn

over the file to Mrs. Rodriguez’ new atto~ey. The DEC was of the

it was clear that ~s. wanted a

new attorney, the events surrounding the transfer of the file were

not set forth to a clear and convincing standard, given the absence

of testimony from Seymour Kaplan, Esq. Similarly, ~he DEC found no

of RP___qC 3.1, t~t respondent’s actions in

the were not but, to

a small for Mrs. Rodriguez. the DEC

there was no clear and

had violaied RP~ 8.4(c).

The 1987 Accident

On April I0, 1987, Mrs.

motor accident in she

was involved in a

was injured.

after the accident, she retained respondent.

that, from a

Mrs.

o~e in

standpoinK,

to pursue

the DEC

told her that

(iT91).

money for the later case (IT92).

Respondent testified

was a better case

the 1986 accident case. at

1987 case was a case

this to mean that would receive more

However, at another point during
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the DEC hearing, Mrs. Rodriguez testified that respondent had never

told her that the second case was better than the firs~ (1T74).

to Mrs. never

directly stated that a complaint had been filed, she believed that

the matter was proceeding apace. She

that were for a court date.

to both cases (IT61).

testified that, although he might

was he did not say

(2T26-27, 48).

In fact, 1987 case was not proceeding at all.

had failed to a complaint and the statute of limitations had

expired. According to

which this case should have been

He believed that that individual

that he had told her

She

on the other

said that this second case

were a court

Respondent candidly admitted that he was negligent in this matter,

noting ~hat he had a duty to supervise his paralegal.

Mrs. Rodri~ez testified that, as with the 1986 accident case,

she had her medical bills to respcndent’s office to be

to her insurance carrier, at responden~’s

(IT60). The bills were not

review of her file, respondent found Mrs.

which, he not

however.    Upon

medical bills,

for payment by the

paralegal but, simply placed in the file (2T38).

As noted above, on September 29, after learning tha~ the

1986 accident case had been dismissed, Mrs. Rodriguez retained the

the of time in

he employed a paralegal.

taken care of the complaint.
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law firm of Joseph D. Kaplan and Son to represent her in cor~nection

with these two matters. Esq., sent two letters to

respondent, dated October 2, 1989 and October 20, 1989,

the letter also a memorandum from M~s.

respondent, did not to

By certified letter dated November 9, 1989,

that his firm was from

it had been to

these letters.

Mrs.

representation

information or the files from respondent.

Mrs. herself to

on an undetermined date.

her file from

told her that he

would not turn the file over to her, but only to another attorney.

He further told her that he the to her new

attorney personally (IT82, 2T52). Respondent testified that, after

with Mrs. Rodri~ez, he examined the file found the

two letters from Kaplan requesting the file, he had

not previously seen (iT31). further testified that he

the law firm about over the and

spoke with Lionel Kaplan’s father, Seymour Kaplan,

that that a had not

filed in 1987 case and that the statute had

(2T25). According to respondent, told him

he did want the because there was he

could do about the case (2T26).

The Kaplan firm’s file in this matter            no notes of a

However.,



Lionel

the

II

testified that that fact was not dispositive of

had taken (IT136). He not

if he had personally spoken with respondent on this matter.

At the of the first

his

in this ~tter.

stated that

no

presenter, who had spoken with

read her notes of that

the

the file (~nibit J-3).

the firm

with R.

ma~ers, i~ was

of hearings ~before the

to call

on the

had spoken with Se~our

events in (2T8).

as a

who had

the

two years

into the record. Those notes

in attempting to obtain

the representation, Mrs.

Esq.

that Blake made one

call to respondent, which went unanswered (IT21), respondent denied

receiving a message from Blake (2T52). Blake did no~ undertake the

representation.

The DEC determined tha~ respondent’s conduct violated R_2_ql.3

and R2C 1.4(a) and (b). The DEC also found respondent guilty of a

of neglect, in violation of RP_C l.l(b), when this matter,

the 1986 ~tter and respondent’s conduct in a prior matter that was

dismissed were considered in concert.

The DEC did not find a violation of ~_~ [.l(a), believing that

to file the had not to of
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neglect. DEC no of

based upon the lack of evidence surrc~ding respondent’s attempts

to turn the files over to the Kaplan firm. the DEC found

no violation of ~ 8.4(c).

Failure to Cooperate       th~ DEC

The was on on or

March 14, 1991. who se at DEC

was by at time.

Respondent’s counsel failed to file an answer on his behalf within

the time period allowed under the court ~les. (The record does

noC reveal exactly when respondent’s undated answer was filed. It

is clear, that it was filed sometime before May 31, 1991.

IT11.) was to explain why his counsel had not

timely filed the answer.

The DEC secretary sent a letter to respondent, dated April 30,

advising him that the co~Dlaint had been amended to

a of 8.1(b) (IT10). At the of the DEC

stated that he did not recall

letter and that it might have been sent to his counsel.

to respondent, he first learned of the additional charge at the DEC

(IT8-12). later in the proceeding, he stated that

he had received the letter, which he had immediately taken ~o his

counsel.

The DEC did not make a finding on the alleged violation of RPC

8.1(b).
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CON~USION~ RECO~NDATION

Upon a de ~ review of the record, the Board is

that the conclusion of the DEC that was guilty of

conduct is by clear, and

evidence.

Board agrees with DEC’s dismissal of the

of l.l(a), 1.16(d), ~ 3.1 and     8.4(c).

With regard to the alleged violation of R PC 8.1(b), the record does

not reveal why respondent’s counsel failed to timely file an answer

on his behalf. Given the fact that the record is inconclusive as

to what and that- an answer was

Board found no violation of ~ 8.1(b).

The DEC fou/%d respondent of a

client matters, in violation of RP___~C l.l(b).

of

The DEC based

of

finding on the within acts of misconduct, the misconduct that led

to respondent’s previous private reprimand on May 5, 1988 and his

in a matter that was dismissed prior to a hearing in 1988,

after the to

concluded that responden~’s

neglect.    With to the

misconduct in this case

misconduct for which

in 1982 through 1985. The

was took

and the

did not extend

in

between 1986 a~nd

was

in 1984

1989.

the

The

took

by the

1987.

Although there is some overlap in the ~ime periods in question,

to find a pattern of in this case.
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Board no~ed, however, that respondent’s misconduct took place, in

after the of his private

during at least part of the time of the within acts, respondent was

on notice that his conduct was improper.

Although not of great import to the Board’s determination of

~he ~aantum of for this misconduct, the

Board nevertheless noted that M~s.

to pay her $I0,000 for both cases

had not yet made a

sued respondent, who

(2T32). As of the DEC

(1T66).    In

according to his testimony, respondent no longer handles

cases (2T29).

Taking into consideration that this is not respondent’s first

encounter the the Board

recommends a public reprimand for respondent’s violation of ~ 1.3

and 1.4. In r~. Girdler, 135 N.J. 465 (1994)

on an who was of lack of

diligence, failure to communicate and failure to provide a written

retainer in a case.    The a

complaint to be dismissed on ~wo occasions for failure to prosecute

and failed to so info~ his clients, atto~ey had previously

received a private reprimand).
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One member did not one recused himself.

Board further recommends that be to

reimburse the Disciplinary Oversight Committee for administrative

COSTS.

Dated: /~ By:

Chad
Disciplinary Review Board
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